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About This Game

The Tenth Line is the first commercial game project from Sungazer Software. During your adventure, you'll guide the princess
of the tiny nation of Easania, far from home and desperate to escape the clutches of a mysterious cult in hot pursuit. Along with
her unusual but reliable companions, you'll explore a vibrant world of humans, beasts, and dragons, all struggling to coexist in
the tension following the assassination of the king of the nation of Skyweather. Troubled times are ahead, indeed - the long-

prophesied end of the world is fast approaching, and with only her wits, her blade, and her royal upbringing to guide her, can she
make it home to her family before the end of days?
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Gameplay involves adventuring through distinct areas using traditional 2D platforming mechanics, but with a twist: each
character is controlled separately, and can move, attack, and interact with the world in unique ways. You'll also visit the

occasional village or safe haven, and have an opportunity to take on new quests, play cards, and chat with the locals. Enemies
roam the wilds, meanwhile, and can be engaged or ambushed by your heroes, thrusting your party into battle.

Battles are turn-based with an active timing element: you'll decide on commands for each character, then carry those attacks out
using careful timing and targeting. Then, it's the enemy's turn to retaliate, giving your party an opportunity to defend. And, with
up to twelve enemies on the offense at one time, survival is not always a safe bet. Fortunately, eliminating large numbers of foes

at once will leave fewer attackers behind to retaliate, and will also grant your party more momentum, allowing for even more
powerful skills to be used during the next attack!

Progression is handled solely by finding and applying items to your characters. Items are plentiful, and have multiple uses, so
smart distribution of your treasures is key to survival. Characters can use items for training, powering up their skills and their

defensive abilities, or use them to empower their "specialties" and gain a personal, tactical edge in combat. Your party members
can also gain "power levels" by winning battles, completing quests, and collecting power fragments in the world. Power levels

can be spent on the "Power Flow" board by playing a puzzle-like minigame to increase stats and unlock new skills. It is a
challenging, refreshing method of "leveling up" that rewards careful planning and smart decisions.

A standard dual-analog gamepad is highly recommended, though the keyboard is supported.
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A completely original, unique RPG experience that takes inspiration from the 32-bit era of gaming.

Explore the world through fast-paced 2D platforming by controlling three separate characters, each with unique
movement mechanics and ways of interacting with the world.

Take on dozens of foes at one time through turn-based RPG battles with an active timing element.

High quality background and sprite artwork, a grand, varied soundtrack, and voice acting for each major character
during battles.

Unique progression and leveling mechanics for your characters.

Multiple hours of gameplay, plus post-game challenges and a New Game Plus mode.

Optional story-focused mode available that removes all enemy encounters and simplifies story-based battles.

Play "Quad Pro Quo" (an in-universe collectible card game) against multiple characters and inhabitants of the world to
win unique prizes and complete your collection!
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Title: The Tenth Line
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sungazer Software
Publisher:
Sungazer Software
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 or newer, 64-bit

Processor: SSE2 or better, 64-bit architecture

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: At least DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11, at least 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Additional Notes: 16:9 resolution display recommended

English
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Nice addition to the story.. Bought it during the sale. But then figured out, that there is no sense to buy it at all! As there is
A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX - enhanced and updated version of A.R.E.S. without possibility to update Agenda to Agenda
EX. So DON'T buy THIS version of game - it's USELESS! Proceed to EX version directly, instead.
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/315340\/ARES_Extinction_Agenda_EX\/. Great Fun for 99¢. 8/10. Edit: The game has
been updated since the review and as such I am editing this.

The Developer after this review reached out to us and asked for our opinion and idea's on the game to help improve it.

While the game has some way to go it has improved a lot and there is more improvements to come and just for the fact alone
that the developer is willing to listen and work with its community rather than do an Air Control or Guise of the Wolf gives me
respect for them.

If you wish to see what it was like the original video is still here at the bottom of the review.

Second Video Here:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=317290767

Original Review: Quite a large disappointment, only 3 variants of puzzles which are Slide something, stack something or jump
on something, occasionally mixing of these together, AI is rather broken, boxes can clip though windows meaning you can
accidentally make the game impossible to finish and the voice acting is poor.

Oh and the controls don't make much sense nether...

Video review below:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=303098361. I bought this on the release. I spent days and nights playing
it, getting 57 hours in a week. This has took my life over. Really good game though.
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You, as a ninja, have just 10 seconds to eliminate every enemy on screen. At your disposal are three throwable shurikens and a
sword. That’s it. You get rewarded anywhere from one to three stars based on your performance. 10 Second Ninja X is fast-
paced fun. It can be the most aggravating yet satisfying feeling to finally beat one of those levels that you’ve been stuck at.. A
ton of fun! The locomotion is great, it looks beautiful and the combat is actually pretty good (though the animations could use
some work). I loved dodging traps in the tower mode and fighting skeletons on the survival mode. It's really satisfying to panic
when a skeleton gets close and stick a throwing axe in their heart. The developers are also very active.. They said that they were
going to update, a year later, nothing.

Its probablyan idea to see what company they next use and avoid.. I've been having an absolute blast playing Gnomes vs. Fairies.
It's a fully fledged 3D platformer in the tradition of Mario 64, but it's got lots of RPG elements and hack 'n' slash combat.

My experience has been very smooth and I haven't encountered a single obvious bug yet, I can't say for sure because I haven't
finished the game, but at this point it seems like all the bugs others mentioned are fixed.

The platforming feels solid, combat is simple but it doesn't get boring because there are so many items like grappling hooks and
bombs you can use on your enemies. The environments and the Gnomes are cute but there's an overall eerie atmosphere and
music. The coolest thing though is every level there are new items to play with, like triple jump boots, shield, fairy wings you
can fly with, etc. I haven't found them yet but the trailer even shows airships!

The music creator level is worth the price of the game all by itself, to be honest! Really fun!!!

It's fairly well optimized and runs with no hitches on my desktop and even runs pretty well on my surface pro 3. It also
supported my xbox one controller out of the box!!!

The bloom and shader effects might be a bit much, but you can turn them off in the menu if you don't like them.

I absolutely recommend this game, and at $9.99 it's a total bargain. It's got a big hub world that connects to multiple subworlds,
and it seems like there will be a lot of levels. Some of the reviewers here have more than 20 hours of gameplay so there's a lot of
content!

Pros:
*Nostalgic
*Funny
*Fast gameplay
*Good music
*Great level design
*Not too hard, not too easy
*Many items = many play modes
*Developer is all over the community forums answering questions and fixing bugs

Cons
*No multiplayer yet - has it now
*No online play yet - has it now
*Lighting is a little harsh on some levels - seems fixed. way too many unnecessary achievements
. This game has been ruined by no-lifers. Plus, it's actually not really a game but a time consuming spread sheet without a soul..
An excellent addition of new cards.

Somewhat geared towards battle characters, as some of the effects target the special abilities of others, such as Aru and QP-
dan.. Not a game for everyone but ever since I moved the lever in surgon simulator I though someone has to make a game like
this, and here it is! Not a massive amount to it at the moment but I look forward to seeing how it grows in time. For the money it
is well worth checking out. If I give you more money, will you keep updating the game?. Very well built game, just needs
gamepad support.
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